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Motivaction International B.V. was commissioned by NBA to conduct a survey into how accountants are perceived by chairmen of Audit Committees 

at 50 stock market listed companies.

The main purpose of the survey was to identify how members of Audit Committees at stock market listed, AEX and AMX companies perceive the 

performances of accountants. This was done to answer the following question: In the target group’s opinion, do accountants do what they must, and 

do they do this effectively? 

When setting up the survey, opinions were also requested from stakeholders like VEB, Eumedion and VEUO. Their comments were then incorporated 

into the questionnaire.

The objective of the survey was as follows:

Ascertain how Audit Committee chairmen at AEX and AMX companies view (developments in) the role, methodology and added value of external 

accountants.

The accompanying issues were:

• How do people define the role of the external accountant?

• What methodology should external accountants use?

• What is the attitude of the external accountant?

• How do people evaluate performance?

• And which developments are taking place in these areas?

Background
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Main findings

The main findings of the survey are as follows: 

1. The sector has the proper focus 

2. Performance in traditional focus areas is good and generally in 

keeping with the importance chairmen attribute to these areas

3. Expectation gap: in terms of new focus areas, performance is 

deemed slightly below perceived importance

4. Chairmen have witnessed improvements in traditional and new 

focus areas, but are also concerned about the future

5. The attitude of accountants is in keeping with the ethical code of 

conduct for accountants

6. There is effective communication between accountants and Audit 

Committees, but more added value is expected when it comes to 

explaining findings

7. Accountants add value by understanding the organisation

* Keep ‘Ctrl’ pressed and click the icon to go to the explanation page
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Conclusions
Based on the results, Motivaction has drawn the following 

conclusions:

Sector caught between regulation and flexibility

Requirements imposed by legislators and regulators are forcing 

accountants to increase their focus on traditional focus areas. 

However, besides performing a formal audit, the market also wants 

accountants to provide added value by offering an insight into ‘the 

bigger picture’: less compliance, more professional judgement. 

The challenge being faced by the sector is as follows: can the sector 

resist ever increasing external regulatory pressure, and place greater 

focus on relevance and added value? This means making choices on 

the continuum between regulation and flexibility.  

Join forces to demand attention for new tasks

If the sector wants to respond to needs in the market, it will have to 

express a collective message via the NBA. 

This collective message must be directed internally, and place even 

greater emphasis on behavioural aspects that are needed to meet 

and further develop these (new) challenges. In addition, best 

practices must be used to facilitate development. 

But the collective message must also be expressed externally against 

the increasing regulatory workload. The message must explain that, 

to serve the public interest and create added value for clients, more 

attention must be given to the new tasks. Naturally, without 

compromising the quality and thoroughness of traditional tasks. 
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Method and purpose

Quantitative research

• This research was carried out using a quantitative online survey. 

This means respondents were able to quietly complete the 

questionnaire at their own speed, while sat at their own 

computer. In addition, respondents could decide when they 

wanted to complete the questionnaire, and the internet-based 

nature of the survey meant answers were less likely to be 

influenced by social conformity.

Questionnaire

• The questionnaire consists of 18 questions, of which 4 are open 

questions. But each question was also accompanied by an open 

field, which respondents could use to further explain their 

answers.

• The average time needed to complete the questionnaire was 

circa 17 minutes.

• The following topics were addressed in the questionnaire: 

importance of - and performance in - focus areas, development 

over time, attitude of accountants and communication about the 

external audit.

Target group and sample

• The survey was carried out among chairmen of Audit Committees 

at 50 stock market listed companies. 

• The chairmen of the Audit Committees were approached for the 

survey via an announcement by their contact persons at the 

various audit firms. Chairmen who agreed to participate were then 

approached by Motivaction via an invitation e-mail. This was 

followed by sending two further reminders and a last call.

• Two respondents actually chaired two committees. They were 

sent one invitation and were asked to bear one organisation in 

mind when completing the questionnaire.

• An invitation e-mail was sent to 35 chairmen during the fieldwork 

period. 24 chairmen completed the questionnaire in its entirety. 

This is equivalent to 50% of the total population.

• Fieldwork was carried out during the period between 3 June 2019 

and 17 June 2019.



Results
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Reading Guide

The results section uses graphics and statistics to substantiate the 

main findings of the survey. Each finding has first been explained in 

writing. Graphics used to substantiate findings and explanations only 

appear on the following page. Graphics that do not directly support a 

finding, but offer a more in-depth insight, can be found in the Insights 

chapter. The results section contains references to these graphics.

Links

The blue text and icons represent links within this document. By 

keeping ‘Ctrl’ pressed and clicking the icon/text, you can skip to the 

accompanying page. 

Traditional and new focus areas

This survey involved asking chairmen about the importance of 14 

focus areas within external audits. They were also asked to assess the 

performance of their external accountant within these focus areas. 

This report has made a distinction between ‘traditional focus areas’ 

and ‘new focus areas’. 

‘Traditional focus areas’ relate to the following topics:

1. Financial reporting: annual account 

2. Financial reporting: management report 

3. Financial reporting: Supervisory board report 

4. Risks concerning significant valuations and accounting estimates by 

management 

5. Risks concerning the continuity of the organisation 

6. Risks of potential fraud and corruption, and other forms of (financial) criminality 

‘New focus areas’ relate to the following topics:

7. Cyber security 

8. Governance of the organisation 

9. Tone at the Top 

10. Strategy forming 

11. Sustainability/CSR 

12. Insight into the company and its surroundings 

13. IT system/environment 

14. Remuneration of management 



4%

17%

46%

33%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

All things considered, what score would you give to your external 
accountant (1= very poor, 10=excellent)?

(Basis - all, n=24)
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1. The sector is focusing on the right things

Considering how chairmen assessed the importance of - and 

performance in - the various focus areas, accountants are focusing on 

the right things: chairmen said accountants were performing very 

well in focus areas with high perceived importance (e.g. ‘risks 

concerning significant valuations and accounting estimates by 

management’ and ‘financial reporting in the annual account’). But 

performances were rated less favourably in focus areas that they 

deemed of lesser importance (e.g. ‘strategy forming’ and ‘ 

‘remuneration of management’). Their concentration on the right 

focus areas, and their effective performance, is reflected in the score: 

chairmen gave accountants an average score of 8.1.

Keep ‘Ctrl’ pressed and click the icon to return to the main findings

Sector rated positively
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Sector focusing on the right things

1. Financial reporting: annual account 

2. Financial reporting: management report 

3. Financial reporting: Supervisory board report 

4. Risks concerning significant valuations and accounting estimates 

by management 

5. Risks concerning the continuity of the organisation 

6. Risks of potential fraud and corruption, and other forms of 

(financial) criminality 

7. Cyber security 

8. Governance of the organisation 

9. Tone at the Top 

10. Strategy forming 

11. Sustainability/CSR 

12. Insight into the company and its surroundings 

13. IT system/environment 

14. Remuneration of management 



2. Performance in traditional focus areas is good and 

generally in keeping with the importance chairmen attribute 

to these areas

Traditional tasks lie at the heart of any accountant’s job, and this was 

confirmed by the chairmen. ‘Financial reporting in the annual account’ 

and ‘evaluation of risks concerning significant valuations and 

accounting estimates by management’ are two aspects deemed to be 

extremely important by the chairmen (average score of 4.5 and 4.7 

out of 5 respectively); also areas where accountants excel in their 

performance (average score of 4.7 and 4.5 out of 5). Performances 

are also in line with importance when it comes to other traditional 

focus areas, with one exception: ‘evaluating risks of potential fraud 

and corruption, and other forms of (financial) criminality’. In this case, 

performance (average of 3.8) was not in keeping with importance 

(average of 4.5). Although most chairmen think that audits pay 

attention to fraud prevention, and concede that the main 

responsibility for detecting fraud does not lie with accountants, there 

is room to improve in this area by adopting a proactive attitude.
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3. Expectation gap: in terms of new focus areas, performance 

is a little bit below the perceived importance

‘Insight into the company and its surroundings’ and ‘tone at the top’ 

are important when adding value to external audits and resulting 

reports. In these two areas, performance (average of 3.7 and 3.9 out 

of 5 respectively) is below perceived importance (average of 4.3 and 

4.4 respectively). New focus areas relating to digitalisation (‘IT 

system/environment’ and ‘cyber security’) are quickly increasing in 

importance. In this case, perceived importance (average of 4.7 and 4.4 

out of 5 respectively) is higher than perceived performance (average 

of 4.0 and 3.8 respectively). Although these scores are more than 

sufficient, they are not (yet) comparable to those in traditional areas.

Keep ‘Ctrl’ pressed and click the icon to return to the main findings

Performance generally in line with importance
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The graph shows the discrepancy between the average importance and the average 
performance of the accountant. 

(Basis - all, n=24)

Performance Importance
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Performance is below importance in five areas

1. Financial reporting: annual account 

2. Financial reporting: management report 

3. Financial reporting: Supervisory board report 

4. Risks concerning significant valuations and accounting estimates 

by management 

5. Risks concerning the continuity of the organisation 

6. Risks of potential fraud and corruption, and other forms of 

(financial) criminality 

7. Cyber security 

8. Governance of the organisation 

9. Tone at the Top 

10. Strategy forming 

11. Sustainability/CSR 

12. Insight into the company and its surroundings 

13. IT system/environment 

14. Remuneration of management 

Also see insights 1a and 1b for traditional focus areas
and insights 2a and 2b for new focus areas
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4. Chairmen have witnessed improvements in traditional and 

new focus areas, but are also concerned about the future

Three quarters of chairmen thought the quality offered by 

accountants in traditional focus areas had improved over the past 

four years. Despite the discrepancy between importance and 

performance in the four new focus areas, the majority (63%) of 

chairmen said that the contribution of accountants had also improved 

in these focus areas. The overall opinion is clearly positive. However, 

considering general developments in the sector and the overall 

quality of external audits, several chairmen also expressed concerns: 

namely, that the activities of accountants should not be formalised 

via increasing regulation, which will eventually decrease the quality 

and added value offered to organisations during external audits. 

Keep ‘Ctrl’ pressed and click the icon to return to the main findings

The quality of external audits is gradually improving
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33%

63%

Worsened

Remained the same

Improved

Don't know/no opinion

4%

21%

75%

Worsened

Remained the same

Improved

Don't know/no opinion
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Positive evolution in focus areas

Traditional focus areas

In the past 4 years, has there been a change in performance concerning these 

areas? Performance in these specific areas has:

(Basis - all, n=24)

In this regard, one chairman mentions the absence of objective ‘best 
practices’, which emphasises the novelty of (some) topics and the 
sector’s (relative) inexperience with these topics. 

“General improvement in attention, but often not enough depth due to the 

absence of objective “best practice” comparisons.”

New focus areas

In the past 4 years, has there been a change in your accountant's contribution 

to these focus areas? 

Performance in these specific areas has:

(Basis - all, n=24)

“[…] Quality is also about observations and non-formal findings.” 
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5. The attitude of accountants is in keeping with the ethical 

code of conduct for accountants

The chairmen believe accountants to be extremely honest (average of 

4.8 out of 5), independent (4.8), competent (4.7) and professional 

(4.7). These properties are essential if the core tasks are to be 

performed effectively, and are directly associated with the 

accountant’s ethical code of conduct. As far as other attitude-related 

aspects are concerned - critical (4.4), effective planner (4.1), worthy 

discussion partner (4.1), proactive (4.0), broad interpretation of tasks 

(4.0) and shows courage (3.8), the chairmen also rated accountants 

positively, but were less pronounced. These properties are needed 

for new tasks and are important if external audits are to be 

performed effectively. 

Keep ‘Ctrl’ pressed and click the icon to return to the main findings

Accountant behaves in accordance with 
ethical code of conduct
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60%
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Honest

Independent

Qualified

Professional

Critical

Effective planner

Proactive

Has broad outlook towards
own tasks

Fully-fledged sparring partner

Shows courage

How would you rate your external accountant 
when it comes to the following attitude-related aspects?

(Basis - all, n=24)

% Applicable

% Applicable + fully applicable
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Chairmen have noticed positive evolution in attitude

4%

38%

58%

Verslechterd

Gelijk gebleven

Verbeterd

Weet niet/geen mening

Attitude-related aspects

In the past 4 years, has there been a change in relation to these attitude-

related aspects?

(Basis - all, n=24)

The majority of chairmen (58%) have also noticed an improvement 
in the various attitude-related aspects compared to four years ago. 
One chairman said: “Accountants have become (even) more critical 
and have also shifted focus to issues like cyber and signs of fraud. 
Unfortunately, this has also resulted in (a lot) more questions about 
documentation.”

Also see insight 3



6. There is effective communication between accountants 

and Audit Committees, but more added value is expected 

when it comes to explaining findings

The chairmen were very positive about the communication of 

accountants about matters directly related to the external audit: the 

audit approach (average of 4.3 out of 5), considerations during the 

audit (average of 4.3) and the results of the audit (average of 4.5). 

However, there is room for improvement when it comes to the added 

value of figures (average of 3.6); this competence requires 

accountants to adopt a broader interpretation of tasks and to 

demonstrate courage.
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7. Accountants add value by understanding the organisation

According to the chairmen, understanding the organisation is about 

commanding two aspects. On the one hand, understanding the 

organisation’s strategy and playing field and, on the other hand, 

understanding the culture via open communication. One chairman 

summarised this as follows: “It is crucial to understand the mission, 

vision, strategy, business model, organisation structure, tone at the 

top... and the quality of execution, and the resulting financial reports. 

The accountant’s discussions sometimes only focus exclusively on the 

CFO and his/her direct reports, but s/he should make a conscious 

decision to have more discussions with other key managers / 

Executives in the organisation during the audit.”

Keep ‘Ctrl’ pressed and click the icon to return to the main findings

Market wants figures to offer added value
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Effective communication about external audit

4%

4%

4%

4%

17%

33%

8%

8%

13%

29%

25%

54%

38%

38%

54%

38%

54%

8%

50%

54%

33%

29%

4,3

3,6

4,3

4,5

4,2

3,9

Communication about audit approach

Offering added value when presenting financial statistics

Communication about considerations during the audit

Communication about the results of the audit

Communication on the comprehensive auditor's report
that accompanies the annual account

Presentation during meeting of shareholders

How would you rate your external accountant's 
communication skills (written and/or verbal)?  

(Basis - all, n=24)

Very negative

Negative

Not positive, not negative

Positive

Very positive

Don't know/no opinion

4%

54%

42%

Very negative

Negative

Not positive, not negative

Positive

Very positive

Don't know/no opinion

All things considered, how would you rate the quality of interaction 
between the auditing accountant and the audit committee?

(Basis - all, n=24)
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Suggestions for improving audit quality

“In my view, there is a risk of overall audit quality being restricted by 
focusing on specific benchmarks. We should make sure that too much 
attention is not given to individual trees, rather than the forest as a whole.“

“This means closer cooperation and consultation between companies and 
auditors throughout the year, when it comes to audit-related issues.”

“Perhaps give more attention to the culture within the organisation. What 
are the consequences of the tone at the top? Tone at the top is manifested in 
a variety of ways; which examples are positive and which are negative.”

“Operate more proactively and further improve communication.”

“Less compliance, more professional judgement.”

“Quality is already very high. In my opinion, many existing activities could be 
done more efficiently because a lot of focus is still placed on documenting all 
the findings. This is more important for the regulator than for the company 
itself.”

“Let’s avoid a situation where regulation shackles the auditor. Quality is also 
about observations and non-formal findings”

“Be as pragmatic as possible, to avoid the “true and fair" aspect being lost 
among all kinds of technical rules.”

“From a client’s perspective, it would help if focus on internal compliance 
was to decrease, and greater emphasis was placed on creating added value 
during the audit process.”

Open question: In your opinion, can certain activities or measures help to improve audit quality? (Basis – all, n=24)

“Thus closer cooperation with the audit committee.”

The chairmen suggest more professional judgement… … and focus on the relationship. 



Insights



4%

13%

13%

25%

33%

8%

4%

21%

29%

33%

29%

29%

46%

67%

46%

29%

71%

46%

50%

4%

4,5

4,2

3,9

4,7

4,1

4,5

Financial reporting: annual account

Financial reporting: management report

Financial reporting: Supervisory board report

Risks concerning significant valuations and
accounting estimates by management

Risks concerning the continuity of the organisation

Risks of potential fraud and corruption, and other
forms of (financial) criminality

In your opinion, how important are the following areas 
within the annual account audit?  

(Basis - all, n=24)

Not important at all
Not important
Reasonably important
Important
Very important
Don't know/not applicable
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Insight 1a | Importance of traditional focus areas

Explanations about importance:

• “Audits should focus on all important aspects (risks, key-Control 

framework, etc.) that have an impact on how accurately and 

comprehensively the financial position and performance of an 

organisation is reflected, and should appropriately explain these 

aspects. The completeness, accuracy and consistency of reports 

must also be determined.”

• “Future-oriented assessments are be based on a company’s 

strategic plans. The accountant cannot offer any guarantees in this 

regard; only the Supervisory board. However, the accountant can 

provide certainty about the methodology.”

Back to the overview
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58%

71%

29%

21%

54%

17%

8%

4%

8%

4%

4,7

4,1

4,0

4,5

3,8

3,8

Financial reporting: annual account

Financial reporting: management report

Financial reporting: Supervisory board report

Risks concerning significant valuations and
accounting estimates by management

Risks concerning the continuity of the organisation

Risks of potential fraud and corruption, and other
forms of (financial) criminality

How do you rate the quality of the audit carried out by your 
external accountant when it comes to the following areas: 

(Basis - all, n=24)

Very negative
Negative
Not positive, not negative
Positive
Very positive
Don't know/no opinion
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Insight 1b | Performance in traditional focus areas

Explanations about score:

• “Quality, which is seen as being effective and having the right focus, is 
generally positive. A lot of attention must still be given to project 
management, a risk-based approach, efficiency of processes and/or the 
way in which audits are carried out.”

• “The main responsibility for signalling and mitigating the risk of fraud 
lies with management. I have no reason to doubt the quality of 
external accountants on this front. Potential shortcomings in 
performance will only see the light of day if risks that have not been 
signalled actually materialise. And this has not happened thus far.”

• “Accountants hide behind the fact that audits are not aimed at 
detecting fraud and corruption. Nonetheless, accountants should place 
greater emphasis on identifying potential areas of risk.”

• “Accountants are not responsible for fraud, but their independent 
assessment of auditing activities could be invaluable in helping to 
prevent financial fraud.”

Back to the overview
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Cyber security

Governance of the organisation

Tone at the Top

Strategy forming

Sustainability/CSR

Insight into the company and its surroundings

IT system/environment

Remuneration of management

And, in your opinion, how important are the following focus areas 
in the work carried out by an accountant?  

(Basis - all, n=24)

Not important at all
Not important
Reasonably important
Important
Very important
Don't know/not applicable
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Insight 2a | Importance of new focus areas

Explanations about importance:

• “It is crucial to understand the mission, vision, strategy, business 

model, organisation structure, tone at the top… and the quality of 

execution, and the resulting financial reports. The accountant’s 

discussions sometimes only focus exclusively on the CFO and 

his/her direct reports, but s/he should make a conscious decision to 

have more discussions with other key managers / Executives in the 

organisation during the audit.” 

• “Many of the highlighted points are important when assessing risks, 

and thus have a major impact on valuations.”

• “It is important for accountants to understand the company’s 

strategic context.”

• “Several of these focus areas place the audit in a particular context. 

It is important for the auditor to understand the organisation and 

the driving forces within the organisation. Tone at the top is 

crucially important.”

Back to the overview
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Cyber security

Governance of the organisation

Tone at the Top

Strategy forming

Sustainability/CSR

Insight into the company and its surroundings

IT system/environment

Remuneration of management

And how do you rate your external accountant's contribution
in relation to the following focus areas: 

(Basis - all, n=24)

Very negative
Negative
Not positive, not negative
Positive
Very positive
Don't know/no opinion
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Insight 2b | Performance in new focus areas

Explanations about score:

• “Audit firms are missing many opportunities to use clear 

“benchmarks” like the COBIT framework and finance maturity 

profiles to offer objective feedback about external assessments. 

They sometimes only offer isolated observations, and do not place 

them in a broader context.”

• “The external accountant’s input on these themes could be relevant 

if there is a risk to the company’s governability and/or continuity. 

However, this input is rarely offered, whereby most themes are 

only assessed in passing by the external accountant. That said, they 

are not external consultants.”

• “The added value offered in these areas is greatly determined by 

the position that accountants receive and claim within 

organisations.”

Back to the overview
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Insight 3 | Attitude of the accountant

Explanation about attitude:

• “Accountants are becoming increasingly formal and technical.”

Back to the overview
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Honest

Independent

Qualified

Professional

Critical

Effective planner

Proactive

Has broad outlook towards own tasks

Fully-fledged sparring partner

Shows courage

How would you rate your external accountant 
when it comes to the following attitude-related aspects?  

(Basis - all, n=24)

Not applicable at all

Not applicable

Somewhat applicable

Applicable

Fully applicable



58%

42%

In recent years, has your accountant changed due to 
mandatory firm rotation?

(Basis - all, n=24)

Yes

No
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Insight 4 | Firm rotation

0%

36%

64%

0%

Worsened

Makes almost no difference

Improved

Don't know/no opinion

To what extent has this change influenced audit quality?
(Basis - answers yes, n=14)
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Appendix 1 | Survey-related information

Fieldwork period

Fieldwork was carried out in the period between 03/06/2019 and 18/06/2019 

Method for selecting respondents

• Via an address file supplied by the client

Response to online survey

• An invitation e-mail was sent to 35 people during the fieldwork period. 

Storage period primary research files

Digital primary research files will be kept for at least 12 months after 

completion of the survey. CD-based images and sound recordings, and non-

digital (written) primary files, like completed questionnaires, will be kept for 

up to 12 months after completion of the survey.

Other survey-related information

Other survey-related information, and a copy of the questionnaire used for 

this survey, is available upon request from the client.
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Citing Motivaction’s name in press releases and/or other publications regarding research conducted by Motivaction is subject to a few conditions and 

requires the written permission by Motivaction International B.V.

Copyright
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Article 1 – General 

These General Terms and Conditions apply to all agreements 

between Motivaction International B.V. (hereinafter: the ‘Agency’) 

and a (potential) client (hereinafter: the ‘Client’) pertaining to a 

market research study (hereinafter: the ‘Assignment’) to be 

conducted by the Agency. Any deviation from these General Terms 

and Conditions can solely be agreed in writing and only applies to 

the Assignment to which it explicitly refers.

The Agency will conduct the research in accordance with the ISO-

20252 standard for market, opinion and social research and the 

ISO-26362 standard for access panels. The Agency’s quality 

management system is certified in accordance with NEN-EN-ISO 

9001 and NEN-ISO-20252.

Article 2 – MOA Terms and Conditions

To the extent that there is no deviation from these General Terms 

and Conditions, all Assignments will be carried out in accordance 

with the General Terms and Conditions of the 

MarktOnderzoekAssociatie (Dutch Market Research Association, 

hereinafter: the ‘MOA Terms and Conditions’). The MOA Terms and 

Conditions can be downloaded from www.moaweb.nl under 'About 

the MOA’ and will also be forwarded on request.

Article 3 - Quotations

In due regard with Article 3 of the MOA Terms and Conditions, 

quotations submitted by the Agency to the Client remain 

applicable for a period of 30 days following the issue date of the 

quotation, whilst the Agency reserves the right to modify the time 

schedule and/or costs after this period, on consultation with the 

client. 

Article 4 – Intellectual property rights 

In the event that during the execution of the Assignment by the 

Agency use is made of the segmentation models named ‘Mentality' 

and/or 'BusinessLocus', or of any more recent segmentation 

models developed on the basis of these models, all (intellectual 

property) rights, both pertaining to these models as well as to the 

data collected, will (continue to) rest with the Agency. The 

foregoing implies, among others, that in the event that the Client 

has been provided by the Agency with data gathered using the 

above-specified segmentation models, the Client will not without 

written permission from the Agency be permitted to use these 

data as the basis for other research or for any other purpose (other 

than that pertaining to the Assignment), or to make the data 

available to third parties for any reason whatsoever or to allow 

third parties to use such data, in default of which the Client will be 

liable to pay compensation to the Agency.

Article 5 - Invoicing

In accordance with Article 8 of the MOA Terms and Conditions the 

invoices will be issued in two instalments: two-thirds on 

confirmation of the Assignment commission and one-third on 

completion of the Assignment. For amounts below € 10,000 the 

Client will be sent a single invoice.

If software products developed by Motivaction or to be developed 
by Motivaction International B.V. are offered in this quotation, the 
IT Development General Terms and Conditions of Motivaction 
International B.V. will apply as a supplement to the General Terms 

and Conditions of Motivaction International B.V. These terms and 
conditions can be downloaded from www.motivaction.nl/en under 
Organisation.

Terms & Conditions
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